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ABSTRACT: Usability evaluation methods have gained a sbstantial attention in networks particularly in Intrusion Detection 

System (IDS) as these evaluation methods are envisioned to achieve usability and define usability defects for a large number 

of practical software’s. Despite a good number of available survey and methods on usability evaluation, we feel that there is 

a gap in existing literature in terms of usability evaluation methods, IDS interfaces and following usability guidelines in IDS 

development. This paper reviews the state of the art for improving usability of networks that illustrates the issues and 

challenges in the context of design matters. Further, we propose the taxonomy of key issues in evaluation methods and 

usability problems. We also define design heuristics for IDS users and interfaces that improves detection of usability defects 

and interface usability compared to conventional evaluation heuristics. The similarities and differences of usability 

evaluation methods and usability problems are summarized on the basis of usability factors, current evaluation methods and 

interfaces loopholes.  
Keywords: Intrusion Detection System, Heuristics Evaluation, IDS Interface, Usability Evaluation methods 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Network security guarantees protection of valuable and 

available network assets from viruses, key loggers, hackers 

and unauthorized access. Network practitioners utilize 

special tools such as firewall, antivirus, NMAP and Intrusion 

Detection System (IDS) in order to manage network 

security. Among all these tools, IDS is considered as the 

important network tool in managing the network security. 

Security practitioner interacts with IDS though an interface. 

This interface may be used to perform administrative 

function or to support even monitoring and analysis. This 

interaction of security practitioner with IDS interface is an 

important aspect of human computer interaction (HCI) 

indicating that security should inevitably lead to trust of the 

system by the security practitioners (Heeren & Furnell, 

2011). One of the most important parts of IDS systems is the 

display interface that shows there are many usability issues 

as well as design deficiencies, which needs to be addressed 

(Patil, Bhutkar, & Tarapore, 2012). Usability ensures better 

understanding and efficiency among IDS systems to make 

them more user-friendly and humanized. This process helps 

in better understanding and usage of IDS systems by 

maximum possible users including novice users (Patil et al., 

2012). It is observed that users fail to understand the display 

of IDS systems as it provides unrelated information also it 

contains too many technical specifications which are not 

require to user (Patil et al., 2012). 

For the past few years, internet has evolved. The challenge 

of network security has also increased.  Research shown that 

human and organization factors have impacts on network 

security (Kraemer, Carayon, & Clem, 2009).  Human in 

terms of knowledge, experience and background can affect 

network security; whereas organization who are not familiar 

with network security tools and data protection will give 

effect on the network and data security. This is a 

significantly prominent issue for many organizations who 

want to protect their useful and confidential data from either 

inside or outside threats of the organization. Other 

researches have highlighted various challenges while using 

IDS such as considerations for deployment, configuration of 

security settings, availability of information about log 

storage in IDS and requirement of additional software for 

better operations (Nielsen & Molich, 1990)(Nurmuliani, 

Zowghi, & Williams, 2004). These challenges have 

propelled us to arrive at some vital usability heuristics in our 

study. Similarly, some research has discussed issues in 

testing of IDS (Cannady & Harrell, 2000). These issues have 

guided us in designing heuristics for IDS. 
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This paper focused on humans who are the practitioners or 

users of IDS system. IDS is treated as vital element in 

companies as a protective measure on network from being 

abused. However, often IDS users find it difficult to use IDS 

and unable to take advantage of all its functionalities. Two 

main problems need to cope in IDS. One is related to state of 

the art and other one state of practice; the techniques or 

algorithm used to detect the attack and human interface that 

enables security administrators or network practitioners to 

quickly detect and respond the attack. Techniques and 

algorithms are designed for IDS to detect improper access in 

the network but not for the improvement IDS interface 

(Zhou, 2004). However, experience shows working software 

still fails when the user interface is not up to the user level 

(Heeren & Furnell, 2011)(Zhou, 2004). 

One approach to improve the effectiveness of IDS and 

address challenges faced by users and interface usability 

issues in IDS can be done by designing heuristics (Patil et 

al., 2012). In this approach survey is conducted as an initial 

step to understand the state of practice in security 

management with a particular focus on intrusion detection 

systems. Based on these survey results, new heuristics are 

developed to measure the effectiveness and efficiency of 

IDS (Zhou, 2004).  Evaluating the usability of IDS is 

challenging even though many usability evaluation methods 

are available like in laboratory experiments may have little 

validity due to the complexity of real-world security 

problems and the need to situate a specific tool within a 

larger context (Jaferian & Hawkey, 2014). However, in field 

observation method it is difficult to recruit network 

practitioners for simple interviews (Patil et al., 

2012)(Jaferian, Hawkey, & Beznosov, 2010). Direct 

observation method can be time consuming as much security 

work is spontaneous (e.g., security incident response), or 

occurs over many months (e.g., deploying an identity 

management system). As IDS is intrinsically cooperative, its 

study inherits the difficulties of studying (Jaferian & 

Hawkey, 2014). Therefore, heuristic evaluation of IDS could 

be a viable component of usability evaluation among other 

evaluation methods. While, heuristic evaluation is a very 

popular and widely used discount usability inspection 

method and usability evaluation (Zhou, 2004). Heuristic 

evaluation results assist to develop usable interactive 

interface for IDS to aid network practitioners in managing 

security efficiently. Therefore, usable interactive interface is 

very important in such real time system and security 

application where users need to respond the attack in a small 

amount of time or else attacks can have serious consequence 

(Dillon, 2002). 

The goal of our research is to develop and evaluate new set 

of heuristics for evaluation IDS.  The focus of our heuristics 

is on finding problems that hinder the use of IDS due to its 

complex interface and require knowledge to deal with 

complexity. To make heuristic evaluation method more 

effective, similar technique (Sivaji, Soo, & Abdullah, 2011) 

is used, in which author automate the evaluation method to 

reduce manual work and focus on capturing more defect 

then compare to manual evaluation method. Our validation 

is similar to that mentioned in (Jaferian & Hawkey, 2014) 

i.e. an empirical evaluation of new heuristics in which author 

compared its usage to Nielsen’s heuristics. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 

introduces literature reviews on usability evaluation 

techniques used in networks, important usability factors in 

evaluation and usability issues with software developers, 

network and interfaces. Section 3, presents a procedure to 

proposed new heuristic for IDS users and interface 

improvement and its methodology. These heuristics are 

designed from the problem found in literature and survey 

conducted with IDS users. To make heuristics evaluation 

process efficient and fast we embed our proposed heuristics 

instructions in a partially automated system that helps to 

detect usability issues in IDS interface and provide 

recommendations to remove detected usability issues.  

Section 4 concludes the paper. 

2. Literature review 

 

2.1 Types of Usability Evaluation Techniques used 

in Networks 

This section describes some of the usability evaluation 

techniques used in networks. Before going into the detail of 

usability evaluation techniques, ISO 9126-1 define usability 

as“the capability of the software product to be understood, 

learned and liked by the user, when it is used under specified 

conditions” (International Organization for Standardization 

& International Electrotechnical Commission, 2001). 

Several usability evaluation methods were proposed like 

cognitive modelling, inspection methods, prototyping 

methods, inquiry methods and testing methods which may 

be useful in allowing researchers and practitioners to 

perform effective usability evaluations (Fernandez, Abrahao, 

& Insfran, 2012). The most popular methods used in 

usability evaluation is inspection methods which can be 

further categorize into four methods: card sorting, cognitive 

walk through, heuristic evaluation and ethnography (A 

Holzinger, 2005). Figure 1 shows the taxonomy of usability 

evaluation methods. 
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Figure 1. Taxonomy of key usability evaluation methods 

 

Among all evaluation methods, heuristics evaluation is 

mostly widely used and proved to be an efficient and 

effective method for inspecting usability of software 

(Soomro et al., 2013) (Ramli & Jaafar, 2008). However, it is 

reported in literature that current heuristics are not efficient 

to apply on network software (Soomro et al., 2013). 

Therefore a new set of IDS heuristics to improve security 

through better usability is developed. New set of IDS 

heuristics identified significantly more usability problems in 

IDS than general heuristics did (Zhou, 2004).  Similarly 

there are usability issues as well as design deficiencies, 

which needs to be addressed in IDS (Patil et al., 2012). A 

specialized set of heuristics categorized into relevant groups 

to ensure better understanding and efficiency among IDS 

systems to make them more user-friendly and humanized. 

This process helps in better understanding and usage of IDS 

systems by maximum possible users including novice users. 

Currently usability inspection method is manually done that 

can have a negative impact on the success of software. To 

ensure project success is by improving the manual processes 

of the usability inspection via automation (Sivaji et al., 

2011). With the growing expectation from stake holders to 

complete projects within a shorter duration and reduced 

budget, the manual processes are becoming a bottleneck that 

can jeopardize the project deliverables. But the evolution of 

software keeps on improving and adding new characteristics 

in software which therefore leads to the enhancing the 

usability evolution methods. New usability heuristics (Paz et 

al., 2013)(Zhou, 2004)(Jaferian & Hawkey, 2014) are 

proposed and compared with Nielsen’s usability heuristics to 

evaluate the usability of network software’s. It is suggested 

that heuristics should be simple to evaluate the software for 

example using heuristic evaluation using paper-based screen 

shots of a user interface was expeditious, inexpensive and 

straightforward to implement (Allen, Currie, Bakken, Patel, 

& Cimino, 2006). In addition, a hybrid usability 

methodology (HUM) comprising of LBUT (Lab Based 

Usability Testing) and EHE (Exploratory Heuristics 

Evaluation) was proposed because the usage of traditional 

usability testing techniques are insufficient and irrelevant 

with the growing complexity of software and constraints 

faced by usability practitioners (Sivaji, Abdullah, Downe, 

Fatimah, & Ahmad, 2013).  

Therefore usability evaluation of intrusion detection systems 

interface are complex and provide many challenges for 

security practitioners because security issues aspects are still 

somewhat poorly served from a usability perspective 

(Furnell, 2007). Even the installation and the initial 

configuration of an IDS can be so challenging that they can 

serve as a barrier to use (Werlinger, Hawkey, Muldner, & 

Jaferian, 2006). One of the challenges is to design more 

effective interfaces of Intrusion detection systems 

(Thompson, Rantanen, Yurcik, & Bailey, 2007). For 

instance, an experiment was conducted to compare a visual 

interface with a command-based textual interface. The 

textual interface allowed for better performance in the ID 

task. Users spent less time on the task because more of the 

details were readily available with the textual interface and 

they were able to be more efficient, using fewer commands. 

With the visual interface, users spent more time interacting 
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with the interface to gather information, as some of the 

needed data was not readily available. On the other hand 

multi-touch interface for intrusion detection environments 

proposed (Guenther, Volk, & Shaneck, 2010) that includes 

an extensive ethnography to provide a richer understanding 

of socio-organizational development of ID environments, 

tools, and technologies. By using touch interaction, interface 

will enable exploration through the use of gestures to zoom, 

pan, and manipulate data. In addition aesthetic plays an 

important role in the interface design (Sonderegger & Sauer, 

2010)(Tuch, Roth, Hornbæk, Opwis, & Bargas-avila, 2012). 

The influence of design aesthetics played an important role 

in usability testing effects on user performance and 

perceived usability. User performance will be better for the 

more aesthetically pleasing product than for the less pleasing 

one. Perceived usability will be higher for the aesthetically 

more pleasing product than for the less pleasing one. From 

the research (Juergen Sauer & Sonderegger, 2009) it appears 

that in order to design a highly usable product, an appealing 

design would be one of the necessary product features. This 

would suggest that the issue of aesthetics should be closer to 

the heart of the ergonomic design process than perhaps 

previously thought. 

2.2 Factors in Usability Evaluation  

In previous section discussed usability evaluation methods 

and mostly commonly used heuristic evaluation in 

inspection method. Every evaluation when designed and 

conducted having few factor that need to considered during 

evaluation e.g. time, effectiveness, efficiency and usefulness 

etc. (Sivaji et al., 2011)(Hafiz, Abdullah, Ithnin, & Mammi, 

2008)(Kraemer et al., 2009). In this section we will discuss 

some of the important factors that considered in usability 

evaluation. Currently most commonly used usability 

evaluation method is heuristic evaluation, which is now 

improved and automated to increase its efficiency that helps 

to detect more usability defect in less amount of time as 

compare to the Neilson heuristic(Sivaji et al., 2011). The 

development of new heuristic or improvement in the current 

heuristic is important because the usage of traditional 

usability testing techniques are not sufficient and suitable 

with the growing complexity of software due to the rapid 

change of software (Sivaji et al., 2013). Some research 

focused on the design aesthetics in usability with finding that 

user performance will be better for the more aesthetically 

pleasing product than for the less pleasing one (Sonderegger 

& Sauer, 2010)(Tuch et al., 2012). Based on all past work 

and important factors in usability evaluation (Seffah, 

Donyaee, Kline, & Padda, 2006)(Silva, Martin, Maurer, & 

Silveira, 2011), figure 2 shows the taxonomy of key factors 

in usability evaluation and these factors are briefly described 

in Table 1. 

 
Table 1: Usability factors 

Factors  Description 

Efficiency The capacity of the software 

that helps users to utilize 

resources appropriately in 

relation to the effectiveness 

achieved. 

Effectiveness The capacity of software that 

helps users to finish task with 

accuracy and completeness. 

Productivity The attained level of 

effectiveness with respect to the 

resources utilized by users. 

Satisfaction Subjective opinion of user 

about their feelings while 

interacting with software.  

Learnability The capacity of software help 

users to learn required feature 

to perform that task. 

Safety The capacity of software to 

prevent the risk of harm to other 

resources. 

Truthfulness The capacity of software to 

offer trust to its users. 

Accessibility Software can be used by other 

users having some type of 

disabilities.  

Universality The capacity of software to 

accommodate large range of 

users with different cultural 

background or demographics. 

Usefulness The capacity of software to 

facilities users to solve real 

problems in a suitable way. 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Taxonomy of usability evaluation factors 
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2.3 Usability Problems  

Discussed in section 2.2 about usability factors that are 

considered at the time of usability evaluation. In this section 

we divide usability problems into four categories i.e. 

usability problem with software developers, usability 

problem in networks, usability problem in software interface 

and usability problem in evaluation. 

2.3.1 Usability problems with software developers 

The field of human-computer interaction (HCI) has been 

defined as a multidisciplinary subject. To design usable 

systems, experts in the HCI arena are required to have 

distinct skills, ranging from an understanding of human 

psychology, to requirements modelling and user interface 

design (Memmel, Gundelsweiler, & Reiterer, 2007).  

HCI professionals are known as interaction designers, 

usability experts, graphic designers, user experience experts 

etc (Memmel, Box, & Reiterer, 2007). HCI professionals 

focused on interface design issues such as ease of learning, 

ease of use, user performance and satisfaction or aesthetics. 

Whereas, software engineers considers how functional 

requirements are translated into a running system.  

Software engineers are generally trained in topics such as 

algorithms, data structures, and system architecture or 

database design (Pyla & Pérez-Quiñones, 2004). As software 

engineers are responsible for implementing user interface 

design specifications as running code, there is a need to 

communicate with HCI professionals. The interaction layer 

as interface between system and user is the area where HCI 

and SE are required to work together, in order to ensure that 

the resulting software product behaves as specified in the 

initial requirements engineering. To provide a high level of 

user interface usability, software engineering has to work 

with people with a background in HCI (Folmer, Van Welie, 

& Bosch, 2006)(Seffah & Metzker, 2004). 

To achieve high level of usability it is important to conduct 

usability evaluations of software interfaces which are done 

by usability experts (Fernandez, Abrahão, & Insfran, 2013). 

In a lot of small and medium scaled company's, software 

developers are compelled to learn to manage usability 

factors. Incorporating usability features into software 

applications may not be a straightforward process for 

software developers who have not been trained in usability 

(Carvajal, Moreno, Sánchez-Segura, & Seffah, 2013) (Butt, 

Fatimah, & Ahmad, 2012). 

2.3.2 Usability Problems in Network 

From the advancement of web, users have been confronting 

difficulties of the system security (Zhou, 2004). To face 

security difficulties, system users use different tools, for 

example, firewall, antivirus programming, ethereal, nmap, 

nessus, and Intrusion Detection System (IDS). These tools 

are created in such a manner, to the point that they give just 

fractional direction to the end users (Moustafa & Furnell, 

1975). In light of which however end users have progressed 

security programming tools under control, they were not 

able to use the security characteristics inbuilt. Thus, the 

centre of work is moving towards the usability of security 

tools (Patil et al., 2012)(Moustafa & Furnell, 1975). Current 

IDS systems are not simple to utilize as there are usability 

issues and design deficiencies, which needs to be tended to 

in IDS. Troubles in judging the nature of the output, i.e. 

getting productive alert and seriousness level for identified 

intrusion data. Likewise the issues in installing and 

configuring the IDS systems go unnoticed (Patil et al., 

2012).  

There are two principle issues in regards to the state of the 

art and the state of practice in IDS.  First, the underlying 

strategy in catching attacks and second the human interface 

to empower network administrators to rapidly and precisely 

detect such attacks and respond to these attacks. Hence the 

significance of usable interface is especially paramount in 

ongoing and security application (Zhou, 2004). 

Traditionally, IDS research has concentrated on algorithms 

and technical solutions for enhancing the accuracy of IDS 

(Hwang, Cai, Chen, & Qin, 2007) but recent research shows 

great importance to address IDS user needs to improve IDS 

usability (Chebrolu, Abraham, & Thomas, 2005)(Heeren & 

Furnell, 2011). The characteristics of network tools are 

becoming more and more complex. Therefore, there is a 

question whether the Nielsen's heuristics still an appropriate 

instrument to evaluate the usability of these new categories 

of software applications or it is not(Paz et al., 2013).  

To increase usability of IDS system, it is hard to evaluate by 

regular methods. Thus, importance of designing heuristic 

evaluation is more attractive for network tools (Jaferian & 

Hawkey, 2014). Hence, the standard usability heuristics are 

hard to apply as network security tools are evolved with new 

features that cannot be evaluated by old heuristics. To ensure 

the usability in IDS it is important to improve the manual 

processes of the usability inspection via automation (Sivaji 

et al., 2011). With the growing expectation of network users 

from network application developers to achieve usability and 

complete development within a shorter duration and reduced 

budget, the manual processes of usability inspection are 

becoming a bottleneck that can jeopardize the development 

deliverables and usability (Sivaji et al., 2011)(Ivory & 

Hearst, 2001). 

2.3.3 Usability Problem in Interface 

The area of human-computer interaction (HCI) provides 

tools for understanding the interaction between humans and 

computers. Interaction with various types of users takes 

place through the system’s user interface (Grabenbauer, 

Fruhling, & Windle, 2014). HCI concern with the design, 

evaluation, and implementation of interactive computing 

systems and the study of the systems. HCI contributes 

techniques, methods, and guidelines for designing better and 

more “usable” artefacts that support interaction between 

human and system (Sutcliffe, 2002). 

Human factors and usability issues have customarily 

assumed a constrained part in security research and secure 

systems development. Security practitioners have generally 

overlooked usability issues, in light of the fact that they 

frequently neglected to perceive the imperativeness of 

human factors and fail to offer the expert solutions to 

address these issues. Fortunately, there is a developing 

recognition that today's security issues can be solved just by 

addressing issues of usability and human factors (Cranor & 

Garfinkel, 2005). Issues between security and usability goals 
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are evaded by combining the goals together throughout an 

iterative design process. 

A successful design involves addressing users' expectations 

and inferring authorization based on their acts of designation 

(Yee, 2004). At present there are two types of interfaces are 

used in ID, textual (command-line) and visual interfaces. 

These two interfaces are common modalities to support 

engineers in ID (Thompson et al., 2007).  The textual 

interface, which normally provides a command line, is used 

to operate textual data (e.g. network logs, system logs, etc.). 

This textual data is the principle asset for system security 

engineers since it gives definite data about the evolving 

utilization of the network system (Goodall, Lutters, & 

Komlodi, 2004)(Cranor & Garfinkel, 2005). The commands 

used in the interface permit network practitioners to rapidly 

modify the information into a form where they can analyze 

the information but these commands are rich, expressive, 

flexible, powerful and complex that often results in overload 

and makes task of ID more difficult and cognitively 

intensive.  

The research is evolving in the network security community 

which helps to leverage the benefits of visualization to 

reduce the time and cognitive workload that associated with 

the ID task (Wang Baldonado, Woodruff, & Kuchinsky, 

2000) (Goodall, Ozok, Lutters, Rheingans, & Komlodi, 

2005)(Thompson et al., 2007)(Komlodi, Goodall, & Lutters, 

2004)(Yin, Yurcik, Treaster, Li, & Lakkaraju, 2004). It also 

has evolved in using multi-touch design interface for 

network security analysts that help users to manage 

environmental complexity, afford intuitive analysis of traffic 

and make better decisions and provide a comprehensive data 

visualization/exploration tool for the security analysts 

(Guenther et al., 2010).   

In section 2.1 we dicussed about usability evalution 

methods, cognitive walkthrough (CW) is a usability 

evaluation method that investigates the effect of interface 

design decisions on the user’s problem solving processes 

and the user’s ability to learn to use a system through 

exploration (Huart, Kolski, & Sagar, 2004). Cognitive 

walkthrough often used as a formative tool to evaluate 

interface design prototype of  system and  provide early 

feedback of unintended consequences not foreseen by the 

system designer (Mahatody, Sagar, & Kolski, 2010). 

Drawbacks of utilizing cognative walkthrough method 

incorporates the relative high cost of evaluation when 

contrasted with other types of usability studies because of 

the amount of time to prepare, conduct, and analyze the data 

(Grabenbauer et al., 2014)(Andreas Holzinger, 2005). 

Often user interface of software applications perceive the 

quality of whole software by the users as user interface of 

software applications play a essential part in communication 

with users (Macik, Cerny, & Slavik, 2014). Attractive user 

interface of software applications often lead to market 

success. Using conventional approach of user interface 

development required signnifiant implementation efforts. 

About one half of an application code is related to the user 

interface(Kennard & Leaney, 2010). The application cost 

signifiantly affected by the time and effort invested on the 

user interface. Using adaptive user interfaces increase the 

cost, time and effort of the application that provides number 

of features and support different type of users(Tran, Kolp, 

Vanderdonckt, Wautelet, & Faulkner, 2010). Therefore, it is 

essetional to develop that run natively on mutliple 

platesform. This will lead to code replication when the 

platform dependent UI part of the application must be 

restated for each supported platform (Hanumansetty, 2004). 

From the development point of view it is challenging to deal 

with multiple plateforms because each plateform has more 

or less different devleopement mechanism and different 

progrmaming language(Van Den Bergh & Coninx, 

2005)(Macik et al., 2014). Hence the development of user 

interface becomes more serious for adaptive user interface 

that reflect changes in the current usage context. In that case 

it would be difficult to implement user interface that fit the 

requirements of all possible contextual situations because it 

would be a big amount of restated user interface code for 

individual situations. Therefore, the development and 

maintenance costs for the UIs would be very high. 

To achieve the software usability and predict the user 

behaviour, software designer developed the prototype of the 

software before they move toward the actual development of 

the system (Seibel & Ru, 2010). There are two kinds of 

prototypes mostly used by software desginers, high fidelity 

and low fidelity prototypes.  The type prototype used for 

usability testing is influenced by a number of constraints that 

are present in design processes, time pressure and financial 

limitations. This typically requires the utilization low fidelity 

prototypes because they are cheaper and faster to built then 

high fidelity. The choice of selecting the prototypes to under 

user behaviour and achieve usability is up to the software 

designer choice. Although low fidelity protoypes are faster 

and cheaper to built but on the other hand high fidelity 

prototypes is time consuming and expensive to built. The 

findings obtained with a prototype of too low fidelity may 

not be valid and this requires thorough consideration of what 

level of fidelity would be best pick for software to under 

user behaviour and achieve usability (Jürgen Sauer, Seibel, 

& Rüttinger, 2010). Majority of research studies concluded 

that the reduced fidelity prototypes provided equivalent 

results to fully functional software (Sefelin, Tscheligi, & 

Giller, 2003)(Khalid, 2006).  

In this section we discussed usability problem in the context 

of software developer, networks and software interfaces. 

Hence, we outline the most influential usability problems 

that are important for IDS usability. Figure 3 shows the 

taxonomy of usability problems. 
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Figure 3. Taxonomy of usability problems 

 

3. Proposed Heuristics 

In section 2 we outlined three important literature research; 

one is the usability evaluation methods, second is usability 

factors and third is the usability problems. Based on section 

2 literature research we select heuristics evalution methods 

to achieve IDS usability. We proposed our heuristics for 

evaluating IDS sytems that aims to address some of the 

shortcomings of existing usability evalution methods and 

usability problems. These proposed heuristics builds on 

existing theories mentioned in section 2 but is tailored 

specifically for  IDS applications. These heuristics are 

categorised and are discussed in details. 
Table 2: IDS User Heurtistics 

 User Heuristicis Attributes 

H1 User with networking 

knoweledge 

Knowledge 

H2 Experience in IDS Expereince 

H3 Provide help about the 

networking terminology 

in IDS 

Help 

3.1 Heurtistics for Users 

The heuristics under this group are useful to check user 

knowledge and expertise in the field of IDS. These 

heuritisctics particularly focusing on users which were not 

specifically defined for users  in other usability evaluation 

methods (Almarashdeh, Sahari, Azan, & Zin, 2011)(Jaferian 

& Hawkey, 2014)(Allen et al., 2006). The heuristics under 

this category are required at the time of understanding users 

of IDS systems. 

3.2 Heuristicis for IDS display 

Display interface of software considered as most important 

part of software. Based on the literature and problem, we 

define new heuristics for the interface of IDS as in Table 3. 

These proposed heuristics are designed on the bases of the 

problems discussed in literature review to serve IDS 

usability evaluations. In order to make it efficient and fast 

than conventional heuristics evalution methods, we 

embedded our proposed heuristics instructions in a partially 

automated system called CAII (Cognitive Analysis of IDS 

Interfaces). This partially automated system helps to detect 

usability issues in IDS interface and provide guidelines to 

remove detected usability issues. Detail about CAII are 

discussed in the next section. 

3.3 Cognitive Analysis of IDS Interfaces (CAII) 

Usability evaluation is an important part of the user interface 

design process. However, usability evaluation can be 

expensive in terms of time and human resources. Therefore, 

automation is a promising way to solve time and human 

resources issues (Norman & Panizzi, 2006)(Ivory & Hearst, 

2001). We proposed Cognitive analysis of IDS interfaces 
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Figure 4. CAII system performing usability testing of IDS 

interface 

(CAII) system that is partially automated system and makes 

the usability  evaluation process and usablity error detection 

fasters and efficient. The concept of following automation in 

usability evaluation process is new and discussed in few 

literature (Sivaji et al., 2011)(Butt et al., 2012). Figure 4 

shows the interface of CAII system. It consists of two 

sections; first, is the uploading of IDS interface or its 

mockup interface and second, is the evaluation process. The 

Table 3: IDS Interface Heurtistics 

 
 Interface Heuristicis Attributes 

H4 Interface is easy to 

understand  and provide 

relavent information 

Understandable 

H5 Customization of GUI of 

IDS Interface 

Customization 

H6 Efficient to use  Efficiency 

H7 Provide appropriate 

error/warning message  

Alert 

H8 Time required to 

response the attacks 

Action 

H9 Availability of wizard 

help option in IDS 

Assistance 

H10 Provide customization to 

represent result 

information 

Output Customization 

 

evaluation process presents proposed heuristics as questions 

for the corresponding IDS interface or mockup.  The user 

needs to answer the questions either in yes or no during the 

evaluation. Every heuristics and its related recommendations 

are presented and embedded in CAII system database.  

 

 

 

Figure 5. CAII system presenting the final results and recommnadations 
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At the end of evaluation the log report interface of CAII 

system presents the result of our IDS interface as shown in 

figure 5.  

3.4 CAII Facts and Rules 

The CAII system evaluates the usability of IDS interface on 

the concept of inference. CAII system consist of Facts and 

Rules that are user defined and stored in the inference 

engine. In CAII user-defined Rules are proposed heuristic. 

These Rules helps to evaluate the user prototypes / interface 

of IDS system. The CASII system contains two phases. 

a. Facts and Rules 

b. Decision Tree 

3.4.1 Facts and Rules 

For CAII system, ten Rules are defined to achieve IDS 

usability: 

Rule A: Exit                

Symbol: RA 

Rule 1: User with networking knowledge  

User must have the knowledge of networks before using IDS 

systems. 

Symbol: R1 

Rule 2: Experience in IDS  

User experience in IDS helpful to eliminate usability issues 

in IDS system. 

Symbol: R2 

 

Rule 3: Provide help about the networking terminology in 

IDS 

Help assistant is required for user to understand IDS 

terminology. 

Symbol: R3 

Rule 4: Interface is easy to understand  and provide relevant 

information 

IDS interface easy to understand by user and provide 

relevant relation to users in customize way.  

Symbol: R4 

Rule 5: Customisation of GUI of IDS Interface 

Graphical user interface of IDS can customize on user 

request and with useful features. 

Symbol: R5 

Rule 6: Efficient to use 

Efficient in performing daily task on IDS system. 

Symbol: R6 

Rule 7: Provide appropriate error/warning message 

Provide quick warning alert when attacks occur. 

Symbol: R7 

Rule 8: Time required to response to the attacks 

Response to the attatcs in a short amount of time. 

Symbol: R8 

Rule 9: Availability of wizard help option in IDS 

Wizard asists the user to follow step by step instruction to 

complete certain task. 

Symbol: R9 

Rule 10: Provide customisation to represent result 

information 

The result of IDS system should in different forms like table, 

graphs and chats that helps user to under. 

Symbol: R10  

Rule C: Recommendations               

Symbol: RC 

3.4.2 Decision Tree of CAII 

Figure 6 shows the decision tree of CAII system. In decision 

tree, if R1  (Rule 1) fails that means  it will move to RC state 

i.e Recommendation. This evaluation process can be stopped 

by moving to RA state i.e the exit, else next rule will be 

considered till last Rule.  

 

4. CONCLUSION 
Intrusion detection systems are complex and provide many 

challenges for security practitioners. Prior IDS research has 

focused largely on improving the accuracy of these systems 

and on providing support to practitioners during the ongoing 

task of monitoring alerts and analyzing potential security 

incidents. One area that has received little attention in IDS is 

to improve the usability IDS, but the current heuristics are 

not defined for IDS system and can serve as a barrier to use. 

In this paper, we have presented a review on usability 

evaluation techniques, factors in usability evaluations and 

usability problems. The paper contributed the categorization 

of usability problems in term of software engineering, 

network and software interface and comparison of usability 

evaluation techniques, which should fill the issues and gap 

in this area. Furthermore, proposed heuristics for users and  

 

Figure 6. Decision tree of CAII system 

 

IDS offers the basic guidelines to develop and improve IDS 

interfaces to combat the security infringements. 
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